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ptical metrology has experienced an escalation in re-
earch, development, and applications within the transpor-
ation industry. With advances in digital imaging devices,
volution in computer technologies, including algorithms
nd software, and development of novel loading and
tressing schemes, it has become an indispensable tech-
ique that enables the transportation industry to develop,
esign, and manufacture products with highly desired fea-
ures, useful functions, better quality, and lower cost in
ess time.

This special section serves as a forum to share the
atest advances of optical measurement methods and their
ovel applications in the industry, including automotive,
eronautic/astronautic, and other related fields. It includes
variety of development and application examples, such

s: detection of spheres in a 3-D point cloud using a
ough transform, stabilization of a fiber optical sensor
ith feedback loop technology, demonstration of the ad-
antages of fiber optical sensors that can be used in the
ong-term monitoring and gathering of information from
einforced concrete bridges, insightful results on mixed
ode crack propagation, and the pros and cons of

hearography versus thermography on nondestructive
esting in composite materials and structures.

There are total of 15 papers in this section. Ogundana
t al. developed a novel calibration method using a Hough
ransform that extends the detection of circles in 2-D im-
ges to spheres in 3-D point clouds. It becomes practical
o use by reducing the excessive memory storage require-
ent with a sparse 3-D matrix model scheme. This makes

-D spherical type object measurement more accurate and
aster.

The second group contains papers on digital image cor-
elation techniques. Sutton et al. provide an excellent ap-
lication example using the 3-D digital image correlation
ethod to measure a 3-D displacement field, both dy-

amic and static, over a large displacement range. It re-

ults in some insightful conclusions on mixed mode crack
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propagations. Siebert et al. give a comprehensive error
source analysis on the ever-increasingly popular digital
image correlation method, which can be used to measure
large range displacement and strain both in static mode
and dynamic phase. The errors include both calibration
and data reconstruction sources. Huang and Waas describe
a digital speckle method using the fast Fourier transform
�FFT� in the frequency domain to determine the displace-
ment, by overlapping the fraction of subelement sizes, to
accurately determine the FFT peak to increase accuracy
and sensitivity. Yang and Wu devised a digital image cor-
relation measurement tool, with a double long focus mi-
croscope, which can be used to measure strain less than
1 ��.

The third group deals with thermography and shearog-
raphy. Hung et al. provide a comprehensive review on two
often used composite debonding or delimination detection
methods: shearography and pulsed thermography. The pa-
per discusses the strengths and limitations, and most im-
portantly, the complementary aspects of the two methods.
Shepard et al. developed an automatic defect detection
and identification procedure using thermography that can
be applied in the automotive industry. Bhaduri, Mohan,
and Kothiyal deal with digital speckle pattern interferom-
etry and digital shearography using the spatial phase shift
method, which has the advantage over the temporal
method of less sensitivity to environmental disturbance.
Nondestructive examples are given as well.

The fourth group concerns fiber optical sensors. Wat-
kins, Fonda, and Nanni provide a comparison between
fiber optical interferometric sensors, strain gauges, and
analytical methods on the measurement of strain of a re-
inforced concrete bridge that was repaired. It shows that
the fiber optical sensor is consistent with the analytical
method, no failure or degradation, as opposed to strain
gauges. Xie, Lu, and Zhang developed a stabilization
technique on a fiber optic interferometer using an electric

feedback loop that can truly take advantage of its high
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esolution and sensitivity, which is more suitable for in-
rocess, precise measurement.

The last group includes a variety of method develop-
ents and applications. Liu and Yang developed a re-

ional phase unwrapping method based on fringe estima-
ion and phase map segmentation. Greene, Yates, and
atterson developed a method to detect a crack in a rail
oot using an infrared emission method. Pena et al. mea-
ure the velocity of a projectile that impacts a spacecraft
r aircraft using a microcontrolled optoelectronic system.
his method provides reasonable accuracy, but has some
dvantages over other methods, such as simplicity, cost-
ffectiveness, robustness, and a large measurement range.
i et al. employ the isodyne photoelasticity method to
easure stress in directional Plexiglas. Using the fre-

uency domain phase shift method, the phase map of the
ringes is obtained. Kuang, Hong, and Feng describe a
ingle method that can simultaneously measure two-
imensional rotational angles with a collimation laser.

We would like to thank all of the authors for their
igh-quality contributions and all of the reviewers for
heir valuable comments and effort to ensure the high
uality of the publication. We also would like to thank the
ditor, Dr. O’Shea, the Managing Editor, Ms. Labes, the
eer Review Coordinator, Ms. Munger, the Editorial As-
istant, Ms. McCullough, and the other SPIE staff for pro-
iding both the opportunity and the technical support for a
pecial section on this subject. We believe this special
ection will further promote research and applications of
ptical metrology in the transportation industry.
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